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Letter from the Editor
The Start of Something New
Welcome to Volume XXVII of the Park Place Economist (PPE)!

 ϐǦ 
ǡ ϐ    Ǧ
nois Wesleyan University. Surely, the rigorous coursework provides students like me a chance to develop our
 ϐǲǦǳǡ
to help, guide, and motivate us throughout our
the four years as Economics students. However, it is the opportuǦ
     ϐǤ

Ǥ 
and open a million doors to what we did not already know. They give us the skills that we need to succeed,
 Ǥǡ 
each of these opportunities is a start of something new. The amount of knowledge that students can learn
through conducting a research or editing a journal allows them to discover new focuses and topics of interest.
    Ǧ
 Ǥ ǡ Ǧ  
PPE.

Volume XXVII of the journal features unique research articles from IWU students, with various topics
    
health economics, human capital development, innovation, and migration. Most of the authors of these artiǦ
  Ǥǡǡ 
to see them as student researchers whose determination to produce quality work was clearly conveyed in the
way they delved into their topics of interest.

 ǡ  
in terms of physical appearances and technical aspects. The cover features the artwork of Hieu Vu ‘19, who
  Ǧ
ǦǣChanging Climates. The formatting style of the current edition gives the journal a fresh and
ǡǦǤ 
  Ǥ
    ǡ ǡ           
Ǥ                
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time that they put into this edition. I am also grateful to the professors of the Economics Department and our
 Ǥ
Ǥ Ǥ ǡ  
from the IWU Publications, Printing, and Mailing Servicesǡϐ
Ǥ ǡ  Ǥǡ Ǧ
ance will stay with me for many more years to come.
 ǡ  Park Place Economist. It is my
 Ǥ
ǦǦ

Heidi Luu
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